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Principal of Royal College honoured for excellence in
education
Royal College Union is proud to announce and acknowledge the
educational accolade that has been awarded to the Principal of Royal
College, Mr. Upali Gunasekara, in recognition of his excellent service in the
sphere of education in Sri Lanka.
The award was given at the “Guru Prathibha Prabha -2011”, ceremony held
at Temple Trees, held under the patronage of His Excellency, Mahinda
Rajapaksa, the President of Sri Lanka, on October 6th 2011, which
incidentally co-incided with the “Universal Teacher’s Day”.

Principal Upali Gunasekera

Mr. Gunasekara was awarded the Guru Prathibha Prabha certificate, for
his special contribution and innovation, to the upliftment of education in
Sri Lanka.

Mr. Gunasekara, is one of few principals who have been honoured with this award, out of a pool of
around 250,000 educationists, inclusive of teachers, principals, education administrators, trainers,
lecturers, in-service advisors, assistant and deputy directors of education.
In addition to this award, Mr. Gunasekara has the honour of being selected as the best principal in
the Colombo Education Zone. (above 2000 students’ school category)
The Royal College Union appreciates the service and stewardship of Mr. Gunasekara, who has brought
honour and recognition to Royal College, by winning these prestigious awards.
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Royal College Union – Annual General Meeting
The Annual General Meeting of the Royal College Union was held on the 16th of July 2011 at the
Navarangahala. The following office bearers were elected for the year 2011/12.
Secretary
Asst. Secretary

Mr Manju
Ariyaratne
Mr Chandhana Aluthgama

Treasurer
Assistant Treasurer

Mr N.A. Lalith
Mr Mahesh

Cooray
Nanayakkara

Bulletin Editor
Recorder

Mr Ravi
Mr M.L.

Widyalankara
Fernando

Special @RCU e-mail account for members
The Royal College Union has created an individual RCU e-mail address for all Life Members to connect
you with the RCU, Royal College and the rest of the Royal Community. This significant project of the
Royal College union was initiated with the kind support of Microsoft Corp, USA. This e-mail account
initiative is another step in the overall RCU vision of using electronic media as a means of disseminating
information and corresponding with the entire Royal Community.
The RCU has taken all steps to ensure that this e-mail address can be manage easily and conveniently as
possible, allowing members to retrieve emails through any existing e-mail account. All members will get
the following valuable services by activating the special RCU e-mail address:




10GB of e-mail storage space
25GB of online file storage space
Microsoft’s Office Web Apps productivity software

In future all RCU correspondence will be done through this e-mail facility and it is recommended that all
RCU members activate the account before 31st December 2011. For further information members can
contact the RCU office on +94 11 5521491.
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Royal College Union Directory – 2011/2012
The above Directory has been published and will be available for collection from Wednesday, 12
October 2011. One copy of the Directory is issued to the under mentioned free of charge. Please collect
your copy between 9:00 a.m. and 4:45 p.m. on any working day from the RCU Office.
1. Council Members elected or appointed to the RCU Council for the year 2011/12.
2. President, Secretary, Treasurer, Convener, Contact Person or any other person authorised by
the earlier mentioned officers, belonging to the Royal College groups registered with the
ORGACO. Please note that only one copy per group will be issued.

Old Royalists in UAE honour 115 past teachers
The Old Royalists in UAE (ORUAE) recently sponsored and hosted a sumptuous Lunch and "Paduru
Partiya" in honour of 115 of past teachers who are members of the Royal College Past Teachers
Association (RCPTA). It was held on the 6th of August at the Opulent Banquet hall in Nawala, Rajagiriya.
The Project coordinator from ORUAE, Committee Member Chandana Edirisinghe coordinated with
RCPTA President Mr. Ranjith Senanayake & Hony. Secretary Mrs. Manel Munasinghe to organize a
wonderful and unforgettable evening for our dearest past teachers. Also gracing the occasion upon
invitation from ORUAE & RCPTA were the College Principal Mr. Upali Gunasekara; Past Principals Mr. B.
Sooriyarachchi and Mr. S.H Kumarasinghe; and RCU Secretary Mr. Manju Ariyaratne.
The Vice President of ORUAE, Madhava Chandrasekara also kept company with the past teachers. One
of the highlights of the event was the vocal skills displayed by many of our past teachers ably joined by
past Principal Mr. Kumarasinghe, to the accompanying music of the band present. Principal Mr. Upali
Gunasekera then delivered a touching speech to the gathering. The event culminated with ORUAE
hosting all the teachers to a sumptuous Buffet lunch afterwards. ORUAE wishes to extend their gratitude
to everyone who participated and made it a memorable night, and also are delighted to have received a
Memento from the RCPTA in recognition of their humble efforts!
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Annual Medical Inspection
Early May saw the Royal College Doctors' Association (RCDA) conduct the School Medical Inspection
Programme for Grades one, four and seven in partnership with, the School Health Office of the Ministry
of Health.
During the sessions more than 1200 students of respective grades were screened for medical conditions
related to vision, heart, lungs, skin and psychological element in addition to ear, nose and throat
ailments. Special attention was also given to the overall oral health and Nutritional status of each
individual.
Students, who were detected to have problems, were also referred to the relevant specialists. Those
having been detected with Visual Problems were in addition examined by a team of ophthalmologists
and technicians, at School Health Office and some 24 students who were identified to have significant
visual Impairment were given spectacles, free of charge, at a function held at RCU Skills Centre, in the
presence of the Principal who was the chief guest.

Principal Gunasekera assisting

Doctors Examining the students

Doctors Examining the students

Doctors Examining the students

Students trying out the reading test
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Group Scout Leader B P R (Lal) Perera bids adieu
Mr B.P.R. Perera affectionately known as ‘Lal Sir’ to
many, who was the Group Scout Leader of the 42nd
Colombo Scout Group for almost two decades and
played a major role in the success of scouting at
Royal College recently took a bow from his duties.
In acknowledging and felicitating his contribution,
the Royal College Old Scouts Association (RCOSA)
organized a farewell ceremony in the presence of
current G.S.L. Mr. Sugath Liyanagunawardena, Mr
Rohan Weerasekera and other Masters-in-Charge of
scouting in addition to about 40 past scouts.

Lal Sir receiving a token of appreciation

Vidura Ranwaka delivered the welcome address which took all past scouts back to the good old days and
was followed by Lal Sir who recalled the days he went camping with the scouts and talked about
pleasant memories after so many years.
Lal Sir thanked the organizers, adding that it was
unbelievable that he could still remember the names of
at least more than a quarter of the old scouts who were
present, some of whom had left College more than 15
years ago. This really showed the affiliation he had with
the College Scout group. A plaque was also presented to
Lal Sir at this time, by members of the RCOSA.

Lal Sir Addressing the Gathering

Pasan Jayakody gave the vote of thanks, after which a
period of fellowship took place with past scouts catching
up with Lal Sir, on good times had.

This event was preceded by the Annual General Meeting of the RCOSA where Widura Ranawaka was
voted in as President, Lasitha Kanuawanaarachchi as Vice President, Nadish Kariyawasam as Secretary,
Pasan Jayakody as Asst. Secretary, Dhanushka Ekanayake as Treasurer and Isuru Nanayakkara as the
Asst. Treasurer, for the year 2011/2012.
The elected committee comprised of Uditha Senaratne, Janaka Perera, Champika Gunaratne, Suneth
Perera, Daminda Yapa, Chandrakeerthi Wijesekera, Aravinda Wickramasinghe
Mayuka Ranasinghe, Madura Jayaratne and Lakmal Muthugama.
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Santhush Back to School for Scouting
The July edition of the ‘Scouter a day’ programme was held with the patronage of Santhush Weeraman,
one of the most famous scout the College Scout Group has produced in the recent past.
This programme which is jointly organized by the Scout Group and the Old Scouts Association brings
together distinguished past and the present scouts in sharing their knowledge and experience with
others.
Amidst a high turnout, Santhush undertook a very inspiring programme which grabbed the attention of
all who were present, the young and the old. Following this Santhush, posed for a photograph with both
past and present scouts. Santhush also spent over an hour to sign autographs of all the scouts and cubs
that were present as it would be a memorable souvenir for them to be kept in the Logbook.
Santhush promised to return in few months time, by when he wanted the scouts to achieve specific
targets.

Santhush sharing his scouting memories

Present scouts at the event
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Royal Cricket Carnival
The Annual Royal College Union six a side ‘Cricket Carnival 2011’ was held for the eleventh consecutive
year at the NCC grounds on the 25th of September 2011.
This year the Royal College group of 2001 took the organizing wheels in to their hands in the hope of
quenching the cricket thirst of every Old Royalist. This popular trait was originally organized by the
‘Cricket Loving Royal College Group of '87’ from 2000-2008, and jointly with the Royal College Group of
2001 in 2009/10. Throughout the years this adored fixture has gone on to take a permanent spot on
every Royalist’s social calendar.
This 2011 edition Cricket Carnival saw over 20 teams representing more than 15 old boy groups taking
part. As tradition holds the teams played for and in memory of two gentlemen who made an immense
contribution towards Royal College and Cricket. The open and over 40 age group tournaments were
played respectively for the ‘L. D. H. Peiris Memorial Trophy’ and ‘Viji Weerasinghe Memorial Trophy. In
the open category the Group of 2004 emerged champions defeating the Group of 2007 while in the
Over 40 age group category the Group of 1988 emerged victorious over the Group of 72
The old royalists and their families were treated to a day full of fun which included papare bands, food
and drink stalls, a kid’s corner with play area and a live band. All proceeds collected from this
memorable and fun filled day will go towards funding other Royal College sporting activities in the hope
that they too will reach a celebrated status as cricket.

Old boys showing off their cricketing colours

Over 40 Age Group winners Group of 1988 with
Principal and RCU Secretary

Open Age Group winners Group of 2004 with the Cricket
Carnival Organizing Committee – Group of 2001
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EDEX Expo 2012, Sri Lanka’s Largest Education and
Careers Exhibition, returns for 9th outing
Over 250 Educational Institutions from 20 different countries to participate
Sri Lanka's premier higher education
and careers expo is back for its 9th
consecutive year, and its largest
showing ever. EDEX Expo 2012, once
again organised by the Royal College
Union,
will
be
the
largest
showcase
of
higher
education,
vocational
training
and
skills
development options to date, with the
greatest participation of foreign and
local education providers. The event will
Chairman EDEX Kamal Abeysinghe addressing the media
be held on the 20, 21 & 22 January 2012
gathering at the Launch of EDEX 2012
in Colombo and will also grace the hills
of Kandy on the 27 & 28 January 2012. If you are a talented, motivated individual with plans and
aspirations for your future, this is the occasion for you to explore the full spectrum of opportunities
available under one roof.
Commenting on the accelerated development thrust in Sri Lanka, Chairman EDEX, Kamal Abeysinghe
said, "Sri Lanka is following a speedy development path and the demand for a skilled and bettereducated workforce is on the rise. Therefore, the aspirations amongst the youth for higher paying
careers are also on the increase. In such a context, making our youth ‘industry ready’ by providing
access to the right education and market-relevant skills, leading to gainful employment in a timely
manner is vital. This is one reason why we embraced and nurtured the vision of making Sri Lankan
youth globally competitive through world-class education, numerous career choices, and opportunities
showcased in a single platform at the EDEX Expo for the past 8 years. The 9th EDEX Expo 2012 will be
both the biggest in size and richest in content yet; in Colombo and Kandy."
The sheer scope of this year's event is amazing, the Colombo event will have no less than five exhibition
halls, with the exhibitors representing over 250 institutions and universities from over 20 different
countries. A number of participants are professional institutes of the highest caliber that offer world
class education. Several of the participants represent international universities from Western Nations,
the Middle East, the South Asian region and many more; looking to add prospective Sri Lankan students
to their ranks. Furthermore, with the rise of private educational institutions in Sri Lanka, many of the
institutions exhibiting will be locally based but with foreign affiliations, bringing international
curriculums to our nation at competitive prices.
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A large selection of the exhibitors will also be vocational, technical training and skills development
institutes from both the government and private sector, offering courses for those looking to advance
their knowledge and enhance skills in a specific field. Career guidance counselors will also be available at
the event.
Continuing in the foundation that EDEX laid at Expo 2009, the Expo this year will continue its
environmentally conscious arm. With the efforts of the Expo's environmentally active exhibitors 'The
Green Zone' will be showcasing sustainable living and sustainable business initiatives in a separate
enclosure. Kamal Abeysinghe further added, "The green initiative that we have undertaken has been
one of our proudest endeavours. The world is realising the importance of sustainable living and we have
engaged some of the most vocal and immersed stakeholders for our EXPO.
Speaking on the occasion, the Secretary of the Royal College Union, Mr. Manju Ariyaratne, traced the
development of EDEX from its genesis, as a CSR Initiative in 2004 to date, where many facets have been
added along the way as milestones, inclusive of the Careers, Sithuwam, ThinkGreen and the EDEX
Magazine. He emphasized that together with the launch of the 9th Expo, the dawn of 2011 was of
special importance to the Royal College Union, (RCU) as it completed 175 years of revered history of
Royal College. He opined that it was also a significant year in the annals of the Union’s history, as it
celebrated 120 years of service to Royal College and society at large. The RCU has symbolically been a
pillar in supporting the continuous enhancement and development of Royal College.
He stressed that, “Royal College Union is essentially a voluntary organization which carries out its
activities with volunteers who more than willingly commit to contribute in their mite for many noble
causes. In year 2004, our Union as responsible Alumni of the country’s premier education institution,
realized, that we were duty bound to constructively contribute towards the entire nation’s youth. That
was the humble beginning of EDEX. The Royal College Union formed sub-committee called EDEX to
organize Sri Lanka’s leading Education and Careers exhibition as our first Corporate Social Responsibility
(CSR) initiative”. He observed that today, as EDEX stood at the threshold of the 9th Expo, it has
encompassed all the integral elements of a professional exhibition. One more initiative for 2012, “Live
Your Dream”, was set to inspire and fulfill the aspirations of the youth in 2012 and beyond.
The EDEX Expo has always been supported by the Government, relevant line ministries and the leading
industry partners and this year the Presidential Secretariat, The Ministry of Education, The Ministry of
Higher Education, The Ministry of Youth Affairs and Skills Development and The Ministry of Labour and
Labour Relations have all renewed their support. The strategic partners of EDEX Expo 2012 comprises of
the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce (CCC), Information and Communication Technology Agency of Sri
Lanka (ICTA) and Sri Lanka Association of Software and Services Companies (SLASSCOM), gearing for
their support, recognizing the value that expo's such as this have in our burgeoning economic state.
If you're interested in participation or obtaining further information, the EDEX Secretariat can be
reached on 011 5521 497 or 011 3091 086. One can also view the EDEX website www.edex.lk or e-mail
EDEX for any information on info@edex.lk or fax 011 2683 100.
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LPMC Scholarship Award Ceremony 2011
125 Royal College students and 10 Undergraduates empowered to continue excellence
The Loyalty Pledge Management Committee held its 9th annual scholarship awards ceremony, on July
01, 2011, which witnessed 125 students and 10 undergraduates receive their respective scholarships, an
increase from 115 student scholarships and 09 undergraduate scholarships in 2010.
Speaking on the occasion, the Principal of Royal College, Mr. Upali Gunasekara thanked the LPMC for
continuing to facilitate the students of Royal College, in their quest to receive the best education at the
best school, and become competitive in the job market.
The secretary of the Loyalty Pledge Management Committee (LPMC), Mr. Kamal Abeysinghe, while
acknowledging the pledges made by his Royal colleagues, emphasized the need for the scholars to be
all-rounders, incorporating both academics and co-curricular activities.
He re-iterated the new evaluation scheme to be used as an evaluation tool in the near future, to assess
the students’ performance would ensure that high standards are maintained on par with expectations of
a Royal College scholar, who in turn would be empowered to make the correct career choice.
Similar sentiments were echoed by the Secretary of the Royal College Union, Mr. Manju Ariyaratne, who
affirmed that Royal College is the best school in Sri Lanka, and that it is the chief reason that scholars are
drawn to joining College, over other schools in the island.
He enthused and urged all Royalists, both from the student cadre and the past Royalists, to keep the
love for Royal, as being paramount and also catalyst in governing ones actions to ‘repay a debt’ to the
beloved alma mater. He re-iterated that Royal College’s diversity, rich traditions and standards of
academics and sporting excellence was instrumental in its students keeping ahead of the competition,
and urged the scholars to maintain these standards.
The donors present at the occasion were thanked profusely for their student and undergraduate
pledges, by the treasurer of the LPMC, Mr. Ravindra Pitigalage urged all donors to continue their
respective pledges for 2011/12.
Two student representatives also spoke on the occasion and said they were thankful for the pledges to
ensure that their academic and sporting life was championed. The ceremony also witnessed the
participation of the staff of LPMC, teachers of Royal College and well-wishers who graced the occasion.

Principal Upali Gunasekera addressing the
scholarship recepients
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Mr.J.P.M.S.Jayaweera
Mr. B.M.P. Nanayakkara
Mr.S.U. De Silva
Royal College Group of 45'
Mr.K.M.G.D.C. Dias
Mr.H.M. Punchihewa
Mr. T.A. Punsara Aravinda
Mr. K.G.G. Abeywardena
Dr.P.D.P. Wijayagunawardana
Mr. Chamika Weerasooriya
Dr.M. Nalinda Samarakoon
Mr.D.P.Jayasuriya & J.R. Warnakulage
Mr.Buddhika Dissanayaka
Dr.G.G.A.K. Kulathunga
Mr. Buddhika Charith Amarasinghe
Mr.W.W.E.M.N. Kumara Ekanayake
Mr. Viraj Gunasekara
Mr. Maurice Koelmeyer
Mr. Dilan Rajapakse
Dr. J.S. Nadeeka
Mr.C.T.Kahandugoda
Mr.Y.B.Panditaratne
Mr.Sampath Perera (President Group of 81)
Mr.G.M.P.Gunatillaka
Capt.Upul Peiris
Dr,.N.A.C.L.Wimalasena
Mr.Dasun Laksiri Amarakoon
Mr.R.N.C.S.Perera
Mr.P.J.Harshaka Fernando
Mr.M.S.Mouideen
Dr.K.A.L.D.Tharaka Ranasinghe
Mr.M.Ananthavel
Mr.A.W.Damitha Silva
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Mr.Nirosh Janaka Lokuge
Mr.K.K.Gayath Hewavitharan
Mr.M.A.L.L.S.Munasinghe
Mr.M.D.Dahanayake
Mr.R.L.Dahanayake
Dr.A.P.De S Bulathge
Mr.K.H.A.Prabhash Hettiarachchi
Mr.A.A.P.Rodrigo
Dr.M.D.V.M.Gunawardena
Mr.Asela Wijesiriwarane
Mr.N,.C.Vidanagamarachchi
Dr.C.M.Gomes
Mr.Suran Gonnatilake
Old Royalist Association in North America
Royal College Doctors Association
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‘Sir’ and ‘Miss’ with Love
The ’76-ers turn 50 by felicitating their beloved teachers, first!

Mr. Timothy Speldewinde felicitates his teacher Mr. Ishan
Saldin

“The boys who entered the junior Gates of
Royal College in 1967 have all grown-up, and
are an inspiration to us all”, enthused the
Principal of Royal College, Mr. Upali
Gunasekara, while addressing the Group of
76 (’76-ers), their teachers and other Royal
guests who had congregated at the Skills
Centre Building of the Royal College Union,
on July 01, 2011. The unique and
unforgettable Teacher Felicitation Ceremony
was held in honour of past teachers who had
taught, guided and molded them, to
achieving excellence in their chosen sphere of
life.

The memorable and heart-warming ceremony was filled with love, laughter and speeches that were
witty and humourous. But first things first. One wonders if these mischievous and rambunctious
Royalists have indeed grown-up, as during the ceremony ‘sparks’ of mischief, remembrances of school
capers past, escapades, and ‘what-not’ surfaced in abundance as the ‘young’ old boys felicitated their
beloved teachers, who had molded them to becoming the men of stature they are today.
The theme for the special evening titled ’76-ers turn 50’ was symbolic of many things ‘Blue and Gold’,
with the ‘Golden’ bonds of friendship ignited once more, where friends converged from all parts of the
world to one Royal location, held fittingly at the Royal College Union auditorium. The building has the
distinct stamp of Royal vision, purpose, dedication, team-work and interesting architecture, all rolled up
in one, and stands testimony to Royal-synergy.
At the outset of this ceremony, Air Vice Marshall Kolitha Goonetilleke, affirmed that the reason for the
Group of ‘76 to band together in 1982 was to simply remain in contact with one another, and most
importantly to repay the ‘debt’ owed to the College.
The genesis of ‘repaying’ a debt to the College was in 2002 when the Scouts complex was initiated, and
completed in 2004. Symbolically a plaque was unveiled as well, with the Royal College Scouts and Scout
Master in attendance.
Speaking on the occasion, Mr. Rohan Weerasekera, Scout Leader, said he was extremely proud and
grateful that the Scouts have facilities on par with international standards, and noted that whilst
churning out Presidents Scouts, what was more important was to produce Royalists who could become
ambassadors for Royal College, upholding vales of integrity, honesty and leadership.
The twin project of the Group of ‘76 was the Skills Centre Building, which was put up with a lot of sweat,
love and toil, brick-by-brick. Elaborating on the herculean task set before them, when they undertook
the project, Mr. Abhaya Amaradasa recounted how the money for the building was raised through
donations, musical shows and sheer ingenuity. “We practically spent all our time at the site of the now
Skills Centre Building, coming in daily, to make sure the building was up”, he said. The lovely building
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which Royalists and non-Royalists now enjoy, houses facilities that can boast of a ‘debt’ well repaid to
the beloved Alma Mater.
Since the occasion was mainly to felicitate the beloved teachers of Royal College, it is fitting and
touching to describe the genuine and heartfelt manner in which the Group of ’76 made their teachers
feel like ‘Gold’. Reminiscences waved to-and-fro, like a Royal Blue-and-Gold flag. Most memories were
etched in Gold, but some were tinged in Blue. Mr. KotteHewa Amaradasa, a past teacher, said he was
touched at the gesture of the boys honouring their teachers, and applauded the lengths to which they
had taken to locate their teachers and bring them back into the heart of Royal.
Memories abounded, resurrecting ‘gems’ of incidents. Each teacher was matched by a student
counterpart, with specific instructions to be adhered to whilst gifting the tokens, which brought on the
applause and the tears of joy. Irrespective of rank or office the old-boys remembered their origins and
did justice to the requirements of ‘worshipping’ their teachers nicely and appropriately.
Mr. Ishan Saldin, a former English teacher of Royal College, spoke with pride about the deportment and
qualities of his fine lads who had now grown up to become fine gentlemen. From ‘rascals’ to members
of the cabinet, with a whole list of doctors, lawyers and businessman, and a plethora of professions inbetween, the ’76-ers have done Royal College proud by not only producing the most amount of
university entrants after the NCGE examination, for any one given batch at Royal, then, but has
produced noble sons of Royal with heart’s of Gold, that beat for humanity at large.
Mr. Timothy Speldewinde, brought the memorable evening to a fitting close with a witty, humourous
and heartfelt ‘thank you’, to the principal of Royal College, distinguished Royalists, invitees, his fellow
class-mates who had criss-crossed the globe, (some were still travelling to get to further celebrations)
and very specially to the beloved teachers present, at this milestone event.
“Disce Aut Discede”, learn or depart, has been refined by the ’76-ers turning a smart 50 in the fire of life,
and this lot of Royalists have turned both words and deeds into Golden actions.
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Appreciation: Uddaka Tennekoon
UDDAKA TENNEKOON was without doubt a man for all seasons. I knew
him for almost 25 years and, - although some ten years my senior - we
shared thoughts, feelings and experiences that grew into a friendship
which I already miss.
Uddaka’s childhood and teens were filled with mischief, fun, frolic and
music, creatively balanced with his academic aspirations. Having a father
as the Governor of the Central Bank did not deter him from exploring
various avenues to peek over the jagged edge and breathe in the
excitement that lay beyond. His collection of vinyl records of the sixties
and seventies is by far the most extensive I have laid my eyes on. And he
has proven to me many a time: his boast of identifying any musician of that era by listening to the first
few bars of a randomly selected record.
Although he lived and worked much of his life overseas and had ample opportunity to live in any of
those countries, he opted to live his life in Sri Lanka. He was a true patriot and never wavered from his
stance. A Management Accountant by profession, his corporate career spanned many years at the
crest. After a stint with Unilevers in the U.K he was the Managing Director of Mercantile Merchant Bank,
Lanka Carbons, Fedex and finally with the Informatics Group.
Uddaka was a voracious reader of Literature, History, Politics, Religion and the Sciences. He was gifted
with an extraordinary command of the language and could write a song or a verse at the drop of a hat.
His greatest achievement was his inspiration to write a script in English verse for the Guttila Kavya: a
Sinhala literary masterpiece based on a Jataka story. He went on to direct and stage “Guttila” in 2004.
An excerpt from a review: “In contrast to the abundance of imported Musicals Colombo has never been
treated to a full length, original musical where the libretto were written, composed and produced by Sri
Lankans in English. It may be because English theatre in SL is a niche indulged in by westernized elite.”
He then went on to write (once again in verse) “REVENGE” - the continuation of the Guttila Story, which
was staged in 2008. I believe he has also written the English script for “Ravana” but was unable to stage
it.
I have also had the privilege of reading the manuscript for a book of exciting short stories which he had
written and I do hope it will be published, posthumously. He also wrote brilliant copy. I challenged him
once to write the copy for a series of advertisements I required. He came up with 12 of them – each
involving a personality from the dark ages of history that somehow connected up with the product in
the end!
A wonderful conversationalist, he contributed very proactively to any discussion or forum of expression.
With an elfish sense of humor he was able to quickly detect, exploit and convert any situation into
something absolutely hilarious. And he had style – whether it was the wine he sipped or the pipe he
smoked. Although rugby and cricket were his favorites he was also very knowledgeable in almost all
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other sports: from Australian footie, to the F1 races. Poker was his favorite indoor game and he
somehow managed to always emerge the winner, with a wry grin and a wink. And as the years went by
he became a fan of contemporary jazz music which he simply loved listening to (and collecting).
Uddaka kept abreast of all technological developments. I can remember, he was amongst the first to
invest in a brick like cellular phone, the iPod, iPhone and then the Kindle which was an e-book reader he
proudly showed off to me from his hospital bed. The Kindle he told me, contained over 3000 books
which could be read from its screen and other books of your choice could also be downloaded. It
fascinated him and soon became his portable library and companion!
But most of all he was a Royalist, left right and centre. His dedication, commitment and contribution to
the school as an old boy is legendary. A very active member of the RCU throughout his life, he was finally
appointed a Trustee. Rugby was his forte and being a former coloursman he took so much time off his
busy schedule to coach and nurture the youngsters first and later the senior team. He was also a part of
the coaching team in 1988: the Golden Year for Royal College Rugby, when they won all the Coveted
Trophies in the school circuit. The Bradby Shield, Gunaratne Trophy, Milroy Fernando Trophy and the
Premadasa Trophy! Not to be left out from the action, he gave commentaries for the Bradby Shield
encounters for as long as I can remember. And he was an extremely proud father when his son Sudath
ran some 70 yards to score a try at the Bradby! Uddaka also represented CH&FC after his school career.
A few days before he passed on he watched the 2nd leg of the Bradby propped up on his bed in hospital:
but unfortunately the Royal team could not give him the victory (and the farewell) he dearly wanted!
Uddaka was a member of the very vibrant “57 Group” and a live wire in all their activities and reunions.
And, Royal College paid him the greatest tribute by draping his casket in blue, gold and blue for his final
journey.
A devout family man he was more a friend to his two sons Sudath and Sanjeeva than a father. He
bonded and shared with them all his life experiences. He cared for and supported them whenever they
stumbled, then guided and empowered them with his love. His marriage with Dami the love of his life,
spanned 40 years and I am sure will live on for many years more within her. Uddaka was diagnosed with
cancer 8 years ago and Dami did not leave his side from then onwards. Her devotion, love and respect
for him was phenomenal: she wanted to single-handedly care for him. When he began to slip away
during the last few months she hung on more tenaciously and finally let him go - only when she was sure
he was going to be at peace. She always had remarkable support from her two beloved sons and their
spouses Lelanthi and Niluka during her valiant battle to save Uddaka.
He breathed his last in the early morn on Poson Poya and was cremated according to his wishes a few
hours later. The turnout of Royalists young and old (including the Principal), friends and relatives at his
funeral was extraordinary and bore ample testament to the respect and love he had earned from his
family, alma mater and buddies.
There was a strange emptiness within all of us on that day, which we were sure could never be filled. A
man like Uddaka, a man for all seasons, will always leave behind such a vacuum.
- Jomo Uduman
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New York Royalists help school and country
NEW YORK – The Royal College Old Boys' East Coast Association (RCOBECA), based in the Greater New
York area, is continuing to channel funds to charities in Sri Lanka and also financing a many development
projects at the school.
As for school projects, the association had partly financed the construction of the new hostel with a
contribution of $8,500. In the past the association had also contributed funds to install a public address
system at the school premises.
In August 2003, responding to a request from Sri Lanka's Permanent Representative Ambassador C.
Mahendran, RCOBECA donated $1,000 towards helping families that suffered losses from floods that
year.
In addition, it contributed $4,900 (the entire net profit from its annual dinner dance in 2004) towards
reconstruction of schools affected by the tsunami. RCOBECA also facilitated the transfer of over 60
computers, monitors and printers obtained from the United Nations to the college computer lab.
Last month's annual Royal Ball was one of the most successful social events, says RCOBECA President
Chandana Mutucumarana, who has worked at the UN for the last 15 years and spent over 12 years at
Royal.
He said this year's Royal Ball made "record breaking profits" which will be used on a project he is
currently collaborating with the Royal College Union. RCOBECA was formed in 1993 by a small group of
Old Royalists living in the Greater New York area.
The association has since grown and organizes a number of annual social events in which both Royalists
and non-Royalists have participated.
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Royal Blood – Annual Blood Donation Campaign by
Group of ‘93
The Annual Blood Donation Camp "Royal Blood" organized by the Group of 93' was held successfully on
27th September 2011 at the College Premises.
Nearly 90 Pints of Blood was collected for the patients at Cancer Institute Maharagama. The organizers
appreciated all those who contributed to make this Annual Event a success.
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Rukada - Puppet Show
The Badminton Advisory & Management Committee of Royal College will be organizing a traditional
Puppet show performed by expert puppeteers from Ambalangoda, centered around characters and
themes from Sri Lankan history. This is to be staged on Friday, 21st October 2011 at Navarangahala. The
schools show at 3.30 p.m. will be open for students, whilst the Public show is to be staged at 6.30 p.m.
We plan to attract upto 1,000 attendees for each show including students of Royal College and other
Schools in the vicinity, Old Boys, Parents and those who would like to support traditional arts and crafts
in the country.
Puppetry, the one- time popular form of folk art in Sri Lanka is not much heard of these days. With great
difficulty a few artistes in Ambalangoda are trying to keep this art form alive. Among them is Gambari
Premin who has mastered the skills of puppetry coming down several generations. It will indeed be a
rare opportunity for Colombo folk to witness this highly entertaining form of art.
Premin, in turn is lucky to have been noticed by an enthusiastic lover of art in the Royal College Union
who had attended one of his performances. The Union has come forward to give an impetus to the
talented artiste thereby boosting the virtually neglected art form. On his part, Premin has lined up an
interesting programme for the evening. Following tradition, the ‘Sabe vidane’ – the village headman will
be the first to appear on stage to introduce the art of puppetry.
Dancing of numerous forms is an integral part of a puppet show. Premin has lined up nine dances
starting with a Pooja dance where a dancing girl will bless the audience. A new form of dance called
‘Boru-pa’ has been introduced where the puppet character will dance like a stilt-walker in a ‘perahera’.
The ‘Konangi’ is a joker’s dance from the ‘ Bahubootha kolama’ and is essentially a funny item intended
to keep the audience amused. It will be particularly liked by the children.
A child doing ‘pinum’ -looping and juggling, will be followed by a ‘kavadi’ dance, another new item,
which is a homage to God Kataragama. The monkey dance and the skeleton dance are intended to raise
laughter. So is the ‘Gaba saha Vidane’ where two village characters will engage in a comic episode. Two
low country dances – ‘Ginikeli raksha’ and the fire dance – the latter a skit from the ‘Sanni yakuma’ –
complete the array of dance items.
The famous Kalagola story based on a Jathaka tale related in the Ummagga Jathaka will be staged as the
principal drama of the performance. Artiste Premin who excels in string puppetry, has realised the value
of the art and is proud of the fact that he has been able to safeguard the traditional art preserving the
valuable lessons handed down from one generation to the other. "I have sacrificed my entire life to
protect this great art", he says.
Tickets for both shows are available at the RCU Skills Centre in Rajakeeya Mawatha.
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Upcoming RCU Events
Blue & Gold Dinner Dance
14 October 2011 – Colombo Hilton
For Inquiries call Rehan on 071 5301494 or Kushantha on 077 3822815

Puppet Show
21 October 2011 – Navarangaha

Royal Thomian Past Water Polo Players Dinner
22 October 2011 – Capri Club
Further Information Contact Ulfath on 0777 385366

Inter Batch Soccer 7s
29 October 2011 – CR & FC

Launch of Royal College 175th Anniversary History Magazine
Floreat 2011 – Musical Extravaganza
29 December 2011 – Royal College

Upcoming RC Events
R.L. Hayman Trophy - Royal Thomian Water Polo Encounter
24 & 29 October 2011 – Police Pool, Narahenpitiya

Royal Thomian Regetta
22 October 2011, Colombo Rowing Club
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College Sports and
Other Activities

Visit www.inforoyal.com for more information on college activities
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Bankuka - Cricketer of the Year for the 2nd Time
Royalist Bhanuka Rajapaksa was adjudged the Observer-Mobitel School Boy Cricketer for the Year 2011
at a gala ceremony held at the Galadari Hotel on 26 September 2011. Having won this award for the
second consecutive year, Bhanuka joins an elite group of cricketers including Arjuna Ranathunga &
Roshan Mahanama to have accomplished this rare feat. Bhanuka received the coveted award from
Legendary spin wizard Muttiah Muralitharan, who himself was a recipient of the award in 1991.

Picture Courtesy : Daily News
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RCU Contact Details
RCU Secretary
Mr. Manju Ariyartane
E-mail: secretary@rcu.lk
RCU Treasurer
Mr. Lalith Cooray
E-mail: lalithc@zesta.lk
RCU Office - Administrative Manager
Mr. V.S.E. Walagedera - 5521491 (O) / 2683101 (Fax)
E-mail: rcu@rcu.lk
RCU Office – Asst. Administrative Manager
Ms. Charmaine Moriene Alphonsus - 5521491 (O) / 2683101 (Fax)
RCU Office – Administrative Officer
Mr. S. Mayuran - 5521491 (O) / 2683101 (Fax)

RCU LPMC – Manager, Career Services
Ms. Sharlene De Chickera - 4327070 (O) / 2683100 (Fax)
Email: lpmc@rcu.lk

RCU EDEX Secretariat – Chief Operating Officer
Mr. Ranjith Amarasinghe – 5521497 (O) / 2683100 (Fax)
Email: info@edex.lk

RCU Skills Centre - Administrative Manager
Mr. Ajith Rajapaksha - 5661611 (O) / 2683101 (Fax)
Email: scmanager@rcu.lk
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Royal College – Contact Details
Principal’s Office

2691029

Email: principal@infoRoyal.lk
Vice Principal’s Office

2673133

Main Office (Upper School)

2695256

Middle School

2673132

Primary School

2695830

Senior Hostel

2695242

RCU Publications and Public Relations Advisory Committee 2011/12
Chairman

- Dumindra Ratnayake – dumindra@int.etisalat.lk

Secretary

- Azim Rali – azimrali@gmail.com

Treasurer

- Yahan Samarajeewa– yahan.samarajeewa@gmail.com

Committee
Ruwan Bakmedeniya, Nalin Goonewardane, Vasana Wickremasena, Charitha Ratwatte (Jnr),
Anisha Yasaratne, Sudheera Senaratne, Nipuna Yatawara, Mafaz Mahuthoom, Harin Fernando,
Ulfath Uwais, Ruwan Fernando, Ashokbharan Nalliah Kumaraguruparan
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Want to Advertise?
Here’s the IDEAL OPPORTUNITY for you to pitch your product to a group of over 3,000+

worldwide!

Limited advertising space available at competitive

prices…

Unspecified Full Page – Rs. 20,000 (1 Issue) / Rs. 100,000 (6 Issues)
Specified Full Page – Rs. 25,000 (1 Issue) / Rs. 125,000 (6 Issues)
For more details on advertising, email:

rcu@rcu.lk
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